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Abstract—The communication among entities in any network

is administered by a set of rules and technical specifications

detailed in the communication protocol. All communicating

entities adhere to the same protocol to successfully exchange

data. Most of the rules are expressed in an algorithm format

that computes a decision based on a set of inputs provided by

communicating entities or collected by a central controller. Due

to the increasing number of communicating entities and large

bandwidth required to exchange the set of inputs generated at

each entity, distributed implementations have been favorable to

reduce the control overhead. In such implementations, each entity

self-computes crucial protocol decisions; therefore, can alter these

decisions to gain unfair share of the resources managed by

the protocol. Misbehaving users degrade the performance of

the whole network in-addition to starving well-behaving users.

In this work we develop a framework to derive the optimal

penalty strategy for penalizing misbehaving users. The proposed

framework considers users learning of the detection mechanism

techniques and the detection mechanism tracking of the users

behavior and history of protocol offenses. Analysis indicate that

escalating penalties are optimal for deterring repeat protocol

offenses.

Index Terms—Computer Networks Security, Penalty Scheme,

Resource Allocation.

I. INTRODUCTION

The performance of communication protocols highly de-
pends on entities cooperation and adherence to the protocol
rules and specifications. For instance, in the well known
multiple access protocol, slotted ALOHA, communicating
entities contend for a channel with an optimal probability
computed by the protocol. The calculated optimal probability
maximizes the overall network throughput and performance.
This does not coincide with the objective of selfish entities that
is maximizing their own throughput by contending with higher
probability to increases their chance of getting the channel.
This is particularly possible in distributed and software-based
implementations of the protocol as opposed to centralized
and hardware-based implementations [1], [2], [3]. As a result,
misbehaving entities throughput increases and that of other
well-behaving entities decreases in addition to the overall net-
work performance degradation. Similar scenario arises when
entities choose their back-off window in the Transmission
Control Protocol (TCP) where choosing a smaller window
than the one computed by the protocol reduces the cheating

entity transmission delay and improves its Quality of Service
(QoS). Such selfish behavior can be observed in any distributed
protocol where entities are involved in resource access related
decision.

Research efforts have been focusing on preventing selfish-
ness and misbehavior in communication protocols in addition
to mitigating their effect on the network. Most efforts ad-
dressing the selfishness and cheating behavior adopted one
or more of the following approaches: First, designing a
mechanism to identify deviating behavior from the protocol.
Second, developing a penalty scheme to penalize misbehaving
entities. Third, developing a monitoring scheme to monitor the
behavior of convicted entities. In the following we give a brief
summary of selected research activities.

Authors in [4] provide a diagnosis scheme to detect ab-
normal behavior through selecting a parameter of interest and
observing them applying it over a short period of time. Non-
complying entities are identified as misbehaving ones and
penalized accordingly. In [5], authors propose a scheme that
monitors the upper and lower limits of a critical protocol pa-
rameter. These limits vary as communicating entities succeed
or fail in transmitting their data. Entities choosing parameters
out of the bound are identified as misbehaving ones and are
isolated for a certain duration. The work in [6] gives the
trusted and well behaving entities the leverage to enforce a
random value of the protocol parameters allowing them to
detect non-cooperating entities. These entities are reported
to a reputation management system. Similarly, work in [7]
follows the same approach in detecting misbehaving entities
but proposes a penalty scheme. The penalty scheme assigns the
lowest value of the altered parameter (i.e. worst performance)
to misbehaving entities.

Most of the above-mentioned contributions focused on de-
tecting greedy and selfish misbehaviors, however, penalization
was limited to either isolating the entity for a short period of
time, reducing its QoS, or adding it to the set of monitored
misbehaving entities. The literature schemes isolate entities
to recover network performance loss incurred by modifying
the protocol rather than deterring future offenses. Therefore,
misbehaving nodes might recurrently repeat the activity pro-
vided the gain is still desirable. This calls for a penalty scheme
that reduces the likelihood of an entity committing a future
protocol offense in addition to punishing the entity for the978-1-4799-7492-4/15/$31.00 c�2015 IEEE



present offense to recover the incurred resource loss.
The objective of this work is to develop a mathematical

framework under which a penalty scheme can be derived
not only to penalize misbehaving entities but also to deter
future deviation from the protocol. Misbehaving entities learn
about the detection mechanisms employed and avoid them.
This study will provide insights into the relation between the
misbehaving entities learning of the detection mechanism and
the severity of the penalty.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
introduces the considered generic network model. The users
behavior model is presented in Section III and followed by
their decision-making model in Section IV. Optimal penalties
are derived in Section V and conclusions are drawn in Section
VI.

II. NETWORK MODEL

We consider a network of communication entities partic-
ipating in a communication process according to a semi-
distributed protocol. Both the central controller and commu-
nicating entities contribute to the resource access decision
process. Furthermore, the entities self-compute one or more
of the protocol parameters or implement parameters computed
by the central controller. This setting is very common in
communication networks where some entities are able to
deviate from the protocol rules or alter computed parameters
to improve their performance.

The considered network collects information for misbehav-
ior detection and penalty enforcement [8]. The service provider
or network operator announces penalties for protocol offenses
in the service level agreement. Therefore, entities are aware of
the consequences of their misbehavior and committed protocol
offenses. Entities are operated by rational users who might
commit a protocol offense if the potential benefit in terms of
network performance outweighs the expected penalty.

To capture the change of users behaviors over time, three
types of users are considered: users complying with the
protocol (type C); clean record users who committed at-
least one protocol offense and were not detected (type CR),
and misbehaving users who were detected for committing
at least one protocol offense (type MB). The type of users
change over time based on their behavior and compliance
with the protocol, and the system performance in detecting
misbehaving users.

III. USERS BEHAVIOR MODEL

The misbehaving users manipulate the protocol parameters
to their advantage in order to improve their performance. In
various networks, several QoS performance metrics can be
considered for performance improvement; for example, delay,
blocking probability, packet dropping, bandwidth [9]. Let the
gain or benefit, b, be the motivation behind committing a pro-
tocol offense. The benefit derived from committing a protocol
offense varies from one user to the other. This variation is
modeled by the gain probability distribution function Z(b)
and b 2 [0,bb]; bb is the maximum benefit can be achieved

by not complying with the protocol. When all users comply
with the protocol, each one of them receives resource w which
represents the user’s share of the resources under normal
network operations.

We are interested in analyzing repeat protocol offenses,
thus we model users behavior over two equal time periods.
The general approach adopted for modeling student behavior
is based on previous work [10] that models law-breaking
behavior and decision making. In the first period, all users join
the network as type C users. A misbehaving user committing
a protocol offense in the first period is either detected with
probability pC and its type changes to MB, or not detected
with probability 1 � pC and its type changes to CR. Users
who don’t commit any protocol offense remain of type C. In
the second period, type C users may chose not to misbehave
again and remain of type C. Alternatively, users of this type
may chose to commit an offense for the first time in the
second period and be either detected with probability pC or
not detected with probability 1� pC . On the other hand, type
CR may commit a protocol offense and not get detected with
probability 1�pCR or get detected with probability pCR which
changes its type to MB. Misbehaving users who were detected
in the first period, remain of the same type if they don’t
commit an offense or be identified as repeat offenders if they
are detected in the second period with probability pMB.

The detection mechanism can not differentiate between
type C and type CR students; thus, we refer to them as
well-behaving WB users. The network applies penalty fWB

when detecting WB user committing an offense while applies
penalty fMB when detecting MB user. In communication
networks, penalties can take various forms. For example,
network isolation [8] or performance degradation are possible
approaches to penalize misbehaving users. The penalties fWB

and fMB are of the same form but imposed on different type
of users. Finding the optimal penalties fWB and fMB is the
focus of this work.
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Figure 1. The detection probability for different types of users varying with
the learning of the user, LC

CR or LCR
MB , and learning of the detection system,

Lsys.

Misbehaving users not only improve their skills over time
but also learn how to avoid the detection mechanism. CR users



find their approach successful in deviating from the protocol
without being detected; thus, their detection probability pCR

is less than first time offenders of type C who are less
experienced. The difference is proportional to the learning
of type C users which is denoted by LC

CR. Furthermore,
detected MB users learn more than other users about the
detection mechanism of the network which further reduces
their detection probability, pMB, for future offenses. The CR
user learning is denoted by LCR

MB. Therefore, the detection
probabilities of the three type of users are related by

pMB  pCR  pC . (1)

At the same time, the detection mechanism blacklists MB
users and monitors their adherence to the protocol after
detections. This increases their detection probability pMB to
pMB+

. The increase is proportional to the detection mecha-
nism tracking of users behavior, types and history denoted by
Lsys. Figure 1 shows the change in detection probability for
different types of users as the learning magnitude changes.

The magnitude of decay in the detection probability from
pCR to pMB and the magnitude of raise back to pMB+

play
a major role in setting the optimal penalties fWB and fMB

as will be shown in Section V.

IV. USERS DECISION-MAKING

Rational users of communicating entities commit a protocol
offense if the expected performance gain is higher than the
expected penalty. In other words, knowing the penalties, fWB

and fMB, users evaluate their expected benefit and decide on
committing a protocol offense if it is beneficial.

Figure 2 shows users decision alternatives, detection prob-
ability, penalties and payoffs. In the first period, all users are
of type C and commit an offense if their benefit is greater
than their expected penalty, b > pCfWB. Therefore, the first
timer expected payoff is [b � pCfWB]+ where [.]+ denotes
max(., 0).

In the second period, type C, CR and MB users violate the
protocol if b > pCfWB, b > pCRfWB and b > pMB+

fMB,
respectively. Therefore, repeat offenders in the second period
have either of the following expected payoffs:

• [b� pCRfWB]+ if it was not detected in the first period
with probability 1� pC , and

• [b � pMB+

fMB]+ if it was detected in the first period
with probability pC .

Considering payoffs over both periods, repeat offenders have
the following payoff,

(2)Or = [b� pCfWB]+ + pC [b� pMB+

fMB]+

+ (1� pC)[b� pCRfWB]+.

However, first timers in the second period have the same
payoff as first timers in the first period, [b� pCfWB]+. Thus,
first timers over both periods have the following payoff,

Of = [b� pCfWB]+. (3)

V. OPTIMAL PENALTIES

Based on the above users behavior model, network operators
can set penalties to deter deviation from the protocol. A com-
parison between equation (2) and (3) implies that deterrence
can be achieved by sitting the expected penalty to be larger
than or equal the largest expected benefit such that the payoff
is eliminated, i.e.,

pCfWB � bb (4)
pMB+

fMB � bb (5)
pCRfWB � bb. (6)

Since pCR < pC , sufficient deterrence conditions are given by,

pMB+

fMB = bb (7)
pCRfWB = bb. (8)

To maintain equality, a decrease in detection probability en-
forces an increase in penalty and vice versa.

It was established in section III that the decrease from
pCR to pMB by an amount proportional to misbehaving users
learning of the detection mechanism LCR

MB. The probability
pMB increases to pMB+

by an amount proportional to Lsys.
In communication networks, CR users improve their skills and
learn the detection holes of the system more than what the
detection system is able to learn about users, i.e. LCR

MB > Lsys.
Thus, the detection probability pCR is larger than pMB+

, and
based on equation (8) the optimal penalty for repeat protocol
offenses fMB is larger than the penalty for the first time
offenses fWB. Hence, adopting escalating penalties strategy
is optimal for protocol offenses deterrence in communication
networks.

Misbehavior detection and penalty enforcement mechanisms
can be designed to assign higher penalty to MB users for
every repeated protocol offense. The result is applicable in
any network where users learn about the detection mechanism
more than what the detection mechanism can learn about the
users. In other words, the result applies in all networks with
static detection mechanisms.

An example of such networks is the IEEE 802.11 wireless
networks. The broadcast nature of the wireless channel makes
it accessible to all entities in the network. Access to this
valuable resource is abused if communicating entities do not
adhere to the protocol rules. Entities trying to maximize their
transmission rate, by manipulating the standard protocol, keep
the channel busy and prevent other entities from transmitting.
This results in suspending or interrupting services provided
by the network and can be considered as a form of Denial-of-
Service attacks (DoS) [2], [11], [12].

In IEEE 802.11 networks, entities sense the channel and
transmit only if the channel is free using Carrier Sense
Multiple Access - Collision Avoidance (CSMA-CA). In case
the channel is not idle, the transmission is delayed for random
back-off value and entities start counting down this value when
the channel is sensed idle. Misbehaving nodes violate the
IEEE 802.11 protocol and uses shorter and non-random back-
off value in order to have a higher chance in accessing the
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Figure 2. Users decision alternatives and consquences over two periods.

medium. Several research works have focused on detecting and
preventing such behavior [6], [13], [14], [9]. In [13], authors
proposed a modification to the protocol where the back-off
value is assigned by the receiver not the sender. The receiver
is able to detect deviation from the protocol by counting
the number of idle slots between consecutive transmissions.
Detected misbehaving senders are assigned larger back-off
values than conforming senders as penalties; however, the
repeat offenses are not considered. In light of the proposed
analysis, escalating penalties are necessary to prevent deviation
from the protocol. For example, the scheme presented in [13]
can be improved by tracking misbehaving users offenses and
assigning an escalating back-off value for repeat offenses.

VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, the optimal penalties for repeat protocol

offenses were analyzed. A network users behavior model
was presented. The model captures users history of offenses,
detection probability and expected penalties. Moreover, the
users decision making process was analyzed taking into con-
sideration users and system learning in addition to expected
penalty and gain from committing a protocol offense. Based on
both models, optimal penalties were derived. Results indicate
that escalating penalties are optimal for deterring misbehavior
in communication networks.
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